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Introduction

Mark O’Sullivan
Head of Corporate Reporting,
PwC UK

I have pleasure in introducing the findings
from our latest review of reporting practices in
the FTSE 350. In over 15 years of performing
such a review I cannot remember one where
the governance and reporting agenda has been
dominated by just a single topic – stakeholders
– almost at the expense of all others. This year’s
review inevitably therefore explores what
impact this topic has had on reporting while
also looking at some of the more traditional
areas of reporting.

We now have pretty much all the pieces of the jigsaw in place.
In particular, we have the 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code
(2018 Code) and the new Companies Act reporting regulations
on section 172 and stakeholder engagement. Now that those
have been finalised, the FRC has been able to publish the final
version of its revised Guidance on the Strategic Report – which
itself has more to say about that other important piece of the
overall jigsaw, the non-financial reporting regulations.

After so many years of passing comment on reporting trends,
this year we felt it appropriate to seek and provide the views of
others. So you will find quotes throughout the document from
a number of leading commentators1 on topics as broad-ranging
as the role of the annual report, trust and the importance of
stakeholders to shareholder value.

Against such a backdrop the quality of reporting has
continued to generally improve, albeit at glacial speed.
We’ve seen emerging themes – stakeholders and longterm considerations – alongside the familiar challenge of
integration underpinned by a growing recognition of the need
for judgement and a shift in mindset if reporting is to remain
relevant for the demands of the 21st century.

Uncertainty rules

1 For more information see P21
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The backdrop to this year’s reporting season has been one of
uncertainty and this has clearly had an effect on the trends we’ve
witnessed. While the emphasis on stakeholders and overall
direction was clear, the detail was not yet in place, and indeed
most of the changes were not going to be mandatory even for
the next reporting season. All of which left companies with a bit
of a conundrum for the main 2017-18 reporting – how far was it
right to go to anticipate 2019-20? And how far would others go?

So while this survey reflects on what we saw in the 2017–18
reporting season it does so very much with an eye to the future.

Reporting themes

Stakeholders and long-term considerations
There’s undoubtedly been a growing recognition of stakeholders
in reports whether in the identification of key stakeholders and
acknowledgement of their importance, presentation of business
models, or in the statement of a clear purpose. Yet, while there
have been a small number of examples of good reporting from
companies willing and able to get ahead of what will be required
in a couple of years time, overall we were left with the feeling
that the market in general still has a lot to do.
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The need for companies to take a longer term view is a major,
yet sometimes overlooked, underlying theme of the governance
reform debate. It was therefore encouraging to find more
FTSE 350 companies providing a more forward-looking
orientation to their strategic report whether by being clearer
about the period over which they discussed their strategy or
discussing future market trends. However there is still a real
lack of genuinely medium to long-term information in annual
reports – a situation made more apparent since the arrival of the
viability statement in recent years.
Integration
Stakeholder information, like the other key elements of a
strategic report - strategy, business model and risks etc – needs
to be properly integrated if it is to feel authentic and strategically
relevant. Yet it’s clear that, with ever more demands being
placed on corporate reporting, companies continue to struggle
to integrate all the relevant information and present a joined
up picture. This year’s review found the integration of some
elements of reporting had improved, e.g. strategy with business
model, while others had taken a step back e.g. strategy with
KPIs. But undoubtedly it’s the references to stakeholders that
have felt most shoehorned into reports rather than integral to
the narrative.
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However, all is not lost. It’s striking to me how the issues
associated with stakeholders (and section 172) cast a whole
new light on the other existing elements of the strategic report,
and can in fact make it hang together more coherently. A good
example of this is the business model. As noted business model
disclosures and their integration to the rest of the strategic
report have been improving but there remains a long way to go.
Now the evident relationship between the business model and a
company’s stakeholders has the potential to put this right.
Change in mindset
While there has continued to be slow and steady improvements
in the quality of reporting, as I reflect on the year ahead, it’s
clear to me that there’s a real need for good judgements – who
the key stakeholders are, how to engage with them, what to do
in response, and then how to report on all of this – and a shift in
mindset to one that recognises the importance of stakeholders in
the delivery of enlightened shareholder value.
The alternative is boiler-plate, generic disclosures – and a
mindset that throws in a ‘kitchen sink’ list of general risk factors
rather than contextualising and explaining them well. An
outcome that doesn’t make the seismic improvements needed in
the quality of reporting to reflect the impact on businesses of a
society with a new attitude towards accountability.

Contacts and further
information

Over the following pages you’ll find more insights into
current and emerging FTSE 350 reporting practices, top
tips to improve the quality of reporting and good practice
examples to inspire action and change. We also provide
some thoughts on how companies and boards can make the
necessary shift in mindset, drawing of course on the work
of those who are already leading the way.
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Why the annual report?
Technology is transforming every aspect of
modern life however the reporting model has
appeared relatively immune to this technological
evolution. Ongoing efforts to reform the reporting
model tend to be focused on what companies
report, rather than how that information is
sourced, distributed and consumed in the most
accessible way by stakeholders.
Against this backdrop it is not surprising that the annual report –
its content, format and timeliness – is constantly challenged.
Technological advances are already improving the quantity and
quality of information available to stakeholders and the way
investors forecast financial performance. So it is inevitable that
they will disrupt and transform not just what is reported but the
entire reporting system – including the annual report.
You can read more about our views on technology and what it
means for the future of reporting in our publication – Reporting
reboot – How technology is transforming reporting today. But
our view is that in today’s world, the annual report, and more
importantly the information it presents, continues to play an
important role as part of the suite of information that companies
produce. Our commentators have their own views.
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Our commentators views on the role of the Annual Report

Our commentators frustrations with the Annual Report

“I think the annual report should have [another] role, to make
boards understand and discuss what the business is about and
where it is going. The annual report should be the compelling voice
of the board and if it isn’t then the board is not fulfilling its duty.”

“Companies tend to tell us the good news but not the bad – they
could be accused of ‘putting lipstick on the pig!’. Too many
focus simply on complying with regulation rather than telling
their own story or they report information in silo so you don’t
get an understanding of how the pieces join up. Finally I think
the whole reporting system is old fashioned and would like to
see more being done to develop apps or intelligent databases to
drive more accessible content.”

Paul Druckman, Chairman, The Clear Group, Chair of Corporate
Reporting Council, FRC

“We use the annual report to understand the purpose of the
company, what they are trying to achieve and their progress
towards that purpose. It’s also a good way of understanding the
risks for potential investors – the viability statement in particular
has proved that. It provides the opportunity for investors to
understand successes over the year as well as, perhaps more
importantly, what didn’t go so well and what management can,
and have, learnt from mistakes. We also feel the report is a good
way of understanding the governance that is present in a business,
the structures around the company and the internal audit.”
Ben Peters, Fund Manager, Evenlode

“I understand the dilemma of producing a clear and digestible
report and trying to avoid the clutter but I don’t think
companies should back away from making the annual report
a substantive document. Stakeholders need a ‘one stop shop’ –
somewhere they can go and find all the information they need
in one place.”
Baroness Sharon Bowles, Former MEP and Chair of the Economic
and Monetary Affairs Committee

Paul Druckman, Chairman, The Clear Group, Chair of Corporate
Reporting Council, FRC

“For us the real tension is where information should go – yes
the annual report should be comprehensive but too many
aren’t focused on what actually matters. Transparency is really
important – we need the full picture not just the positives”
Ben Peters, Fund Manager, Evenlode

“Annual reports don’t give us a balanced view – they often read
like a manifesto for the company – and this means that most
readers won’t trust the content”
Baroness Sharon Bowles, Former MEP and Chair of the Economic
and Monetary Affairs Committee
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Understanding who you are and
why you exist
•	Half of companies set
out a purpose but it is
not well integrated with
the rest of the strategic
report.
•	Being explicit about
purpose sets the tone
of the whole report.

All companies start life with a purpose – the
sense of direction that determines what type
of business they will be and the values and
beliefs they will abide by as they grow. However,
traditionally annual reports have been quite
limited in the information they provide.
But there is a new emphasis. Stakeholders want to know what a
company really stands for, what it sees as it’s core purpose, and
how it is being embedded into the organisation and brought to
life through the performance and progress in the year.

What we found
“Without a sense of purpose,
no company, either public or
private, can achieve its full
potential. It will ultimately
lose the license to operate from
key stakeholders.”
Larry Fink, CEO, BlackRock
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Unfortunately our survey suggests that only 51% of the FTSE
350 explicitly stated a purpose or mission, though within the
FTSE 100 this rose to 69%. However, more often than not these
disclosures sit in isolation rather than being the overarching
thread that holds the report together.
For us, a company’s purpose should be the starting position
which drives strategy and the approach to how a business
operates. Without a defined purpose it is hard for a company to
measure success, in particular through the stakeholder lens we
now see applied. Similarly, if the reader can understand what
the company believes its ultimate goal is then they can begin to
understand the relevance of other disclosures made – it really
shows what’s material.

51%

of companies set out
explicitly a purpose or
equivalent

30%

of companies have a
stakeholder-led purpose
Stakeholder perspective
“Purpose can’t just be about
maximising profit it needs to
be the optimisation of profit for
a multitude of stakeholders”
Charles Bowman,
Lord Mayor of London

Furthermore, only 30% of companies have a stakeholder-led
purpose. We believe that a company’s purpose can be a useful
tool to explain why certain stakeholders are integral to longterm strategic success and therefore why they form part of the
strategy and discussion of activities and progress.
Our word-cloud, on the next page, captures the key words
used in disclosures around purpose. The fact that the words
‘customers’ and ‘people’ (and even ‘the world’) are used so
frequently indicates that companies are acknowledging and
making connections to their “closest” stakeholder but not
necessarily recognising their wider role.
The FRC Guidance on the Strategic Report says...
7A.7 – An entity’s purpose, strategy, objective and business
model are inter-related concepts…. A description of an entity’s
values, desired behaviours and culture will help to explain and
put its purpose in context.
7B.7 – An entity’s purpose is why it exists. It could encompass
generating benefits for members through its economic success
whilst having regard to the matters identified in section 172
and, in the broader social context, contributing to inclusive and
sustainable growth.
The 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code says...
The board should establish the company’s purpose, values and
strategy, and satisfy itself that these and its culture are aligned.
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Figure 2: Aggreko AR2017

Top Tips
3 things most companies could do to improve their disclosure in this area:
4 Be
 explicit about what your purpose is, explain what it means and how this impacts
on the company.
4 Set
 your purpose in the context of what you are trying to achieve and be clear about
who that impacts.
that purpose aligns to other elements of reporting, for example business model,
4 Ensure

remuneration.

Figure 1: Key terms from purpose statements of FTSE 350 companies
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Investor perspective
“We see too many companies
reporting what they do but
not why they do it. Even those
companies that do report on
their purpose often produce
something that lacks real
substance making it hard to
understand what is really
important to the business.
We also find that companies that
only consider one stakeholder
group as part of their purpose
tend to be too narrow in focus.
We’re not looking at companies
in this respect to make a moral
judgement, it’s more about
allowing us to assess risk.”
Ben Peters, Fund Manager,
Evenlode

Aggreko set out their purpose clearly from the front cover of
their annual report. They do a great job of using their purpose
through reporting, demonstrating clear links to the strategic
themes and using case studies to bring the concept of “the
positive impact of power” to life.
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Bringing your business to life
•	Business model
disclosures are
becoming more
comprehensive
however they often
still feel generic,
indistinguishable
across an industry, and
isolated from other
parts of the report.

There should be an inherent connection between
a company’s purpose and its business model
with both being explicit about the stakeholders
that are key for the business. Unfortunately most
annual reports fail to really use their business
model to provide a distinctive overview of how
their business operates and how that may impact
it’s stakeholders.
What we found
Just under a third of FTSE 350 companies used their business
model as an opportunity to demonstrate that the outputs of their
business go beyond financial profits and have started to delve
into the impact the business has on their wider stakeholders.
This type of disclosure remains in its infancy, however, with
most companies discussing simple outcomes such as employee
numbers or contributions to charity. Over time, we will be
looking for companies to go further and consider the impact
that they have on their employees – what impact their training
has had on the skills profile of their employees, how they have
contributed to employment in local economies etc.

Stakeholder perspective
“Trust in business is at an all
time low, but companies have
a great opportunity with their
business model to really set
out a clear overview of how
they are different and the
impact they have on their key
stakeholder groups”
Charles Bowman, Lord Mayor
of London

83%

companies highlight
stakeholders as part of
business model

30%

companies talk about
stakeholder outcomes
in the business model
8 | PwC Greater expectations

Another key area of focus for us when looking at business
models is understanding how a company creates value and
what makes a company distinctive or unique. For example,
we see far too many companies reporting that one of their
differentiating factors is their customer relationships but the
reality is that every company says that and the reader is no
clearer on what makes them unique. Investors often compare
companies within industry groups – they are looking to
understand the differences and the business model is the ideal
place to be explicit about this.
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Top Tips
4 things most companies could do to improve their
disclosure in this area:
4 Be
 clear about the role stakeholders play in the
business.
how they create value and what makes
4 Explain

them unique.
BT Group provide a comprehensive overview of their business model with a real focus on what
makes them distinctive. The model also highlights stakeholder outcomes underlining that their
purpose is wider than financial profits.
Figure 3: BT Group AR2018

64%

of investors said that
“what a company is in
business to do and how
it makes money” is one
of the top 3 factors that
are most important to
them when deciding
whether to invest
in or recommend
an investment in a
company
PwC 2018 Investor Survey

outcomes or impacts of the model.
4 Explore

yourself on how the content of the business
4 Challenge

model can be integrated elsewhere in the strategic
report. If it can’t, can it really be considered a critical
element of the business model?

The FRC Guidance on the Strategic Report says...
7.A7 – An entity’s purpose, strategy, objectives and business
model are inter-related concepts.
7.A15 – The description of the entity’s business model
should explain how it generates and preserves value over the
longer term. The business model should be consistent with the
entity’s purpose.
7A.16 – A critical part of understanding an entity’s business
model is understanding its sources of value, being the key
resources and relationships that support the generation and
preservation of value.
7A.18 – The description of the business model should include
a high-level understanding of how the entity is structured, the
markets in which it operates, and how the entity engages with
those. It should also make clear what makes it different from,
or the basis on which it competes with, its peers.
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Looking to the future
•	More clarity on periods
covered but a serious
lack of medium to
long-term information.

The need for companies to take a longer
term view is a major underlying theme of the
governance reform debate connected with the
Government’s goal of fixing the UK’s perceived
productivity issues. Groups such as the
Investment Association have also been calling on
companies to provide them with reporting that
allows them to support the long-term decision
making that section 172 calls for.
In this context it was good to find FTSE 350 companies being
clearer about the period over which they discussed their
strategy: this year we could tell what the relevant period was in
45% of companies (up from 24% last year).
However there is still a real lack of genuinely medium to longterm information in annual reports (only 15% of companies
went beyond twelve months in their discussions of strategy).
This situation has been made particularly noticeable since the
introduction of the viability statement. The vast majority of
these disclosures refer to a strategic plan covering three or five
years but the viability statement is usually the only place that
this is discussed (if at all).
Returning to the business model, one of the most significant
changes in the 2018 Code is the requirement for companies to
report on the sustainability of their business model. It will be
interesting to see whether this drives more discussion of longterm strategy and risks or explores how the business model may
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Figure 4: Length of forward looking information in reporting
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change over the medium to long-term in order to respond to market developments and support the
strategic ambitions than the viability statement itself has generally done so far.
Forward looking disclosures on market insights have stayed broadly consistent year on year with
34% quantifying the future market direction. We believe that this is a real missed opportunity for
companies to provide a perspective on expected future market conditions and more importantly,
how this will be likely to impact the strategic priorities that management have decided on. This
information tends to be widely available through other sources and it can be frustrating for
investors when management won’t provide their perspective.
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Figure 6: Stobart Group AR18

In many ways, the sustainability of the business model and
evaluation of future market conditions align to another missed
opportunity in reporting – the articulation of emerging risks.
Whilst the focus of the last few years has been on current key
risks, the 2018 Code includes a reference to emerging risk.
Investors are interested to understand whether board’s are really
considering what else is on the radar and that may become a key
risk in the future.

Dunelm’s annual report provides a clear perspective on future
market conditions supported by quantitative charts. The
disclosure also provides balance by setting out growth drivers
and inhibitors – things that may prevent the growth.
Figure 5: Dunelm AR2017

The FRC Guidance on the Strategic Report says...
6.11 – Where appropriate, information in the strategic report
should have a forward-looking orientation.
Stobart Group set out two clear quantified long term targets
which are supported by clear short term targets against each
priority for the next period.

6.12 – The provision of this information does not require
disclosure of a forecast of future results.
6.13 – The strategic report should not concentrate solely on a
single timeframe.
6.14 – Entities should communicate relevant information that
enables shareholders to assess the matters that may have an
impact of the long-term success of the group.
The 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code says...
The board should describe in the annual report how
opportunities and risks to the future success of the business
have been considered and addressed
The board should confirm in the annual report that it has
completed a robust assessment of the company’s emerging and
principal risks, and describe its principal risks, what procedures
are in place to identify emerging risks, and how these are being
managed or mitigated.
11 | PwC Greater expectations

Top Tips
3 things most companies could do to improve their disclosure in this area:
4 Be
 clear about the timeframe over which strategy is being presented and ensure messaging in consistent with the
viability statement
a view of future market trends supported by quantified data
4 Provide

the balance of lead and lag performance indicators
4 Consider
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Presenting a joined up
strategic narrative
•	Good evidence of
gradual improvement
in linkage to business
model, risks,
sustainability and
market insights.
•	Still a significant
number of companies
who provide no linkage
at all and therefore
aren’t creating a
compelling and joined
up strategic narrative.

Strategy is the bedrock of all Strategic Reports
and should be considered the key to which all
other elements of reporting link to. Investors
care about progress against strategic priorities,
about what is going to impact on that progress,
how it is being measured and what the risks are,
yet too often we are faced with reports that don’t
answer these questions clearly.

Figure 7: Linkage of other elements of the report to strategy in FTSE 350 Annual Reports

What we found
2018 has shown an improvement in companies linking their
information to strategy – 46% of companies now link risks up
from 39% last year, 31% are linking strategy to business model
disclosure up from 20% and 5% are explaining how market
insights relate to priorities up from 1%.
However, 37% of companies still fail to explicitly link their
strategic priorities to any of these other key elements of the
report leading to a piecemeal narrative that the reader is left to
link for themselves.
The problem also remains that many of the companies
highlighting explicit linkage are simply ticking a box. A closer
examination of their reporting often shows good use of
symbols or design to indicate linkage but the relevance of the
information to strategy, such as the KPIs, doesn’t stack up. More
often than not, KPIs used by companies don’t seem to actually
measure the priority they are being linked to and there is little
explanation as to why the measure is being used.
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Annual reports are an exercise in their own right and often a distraction from the day job. So it is
understandable that the development of content for annual reports is often divided up between
different departments and divisions to complete their section – but this can be a real hindrance to the
creation of a coherent narrative that helps tell a compelling story. Too often we see strategic themes
introduced that are then distorted throughout the document – and into other communications such
as investor presentations – as different writers interpret them leading to the overall message getting
lost. We would encourage companies to make better use of a single editor who has oversight of all
sections and is charged with guaranteeing that key messages remain consistent throughout.

Explicit link to
strategic priorities

Business
model
31%

KPIs
41%

Governance
6%

Sustainability
11%

Risk
46%

Market
insights
5%
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The FRC Guidance on the Strategic Report says...
6.17 – The strategic report should highlight and explain linkages
between pieces of information presented…
6.21 – may involve the use of cross-referencing or signposting
6.23 – It may be necessary to repeat certain pieces of
information, although this should be limited to circumstances
when this would tell the company’s story more effectively
It is also worth noting that the guidance provides many linkage
examples throughout to emphasis the importance of this
The 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code says...
High-quality reporting will include signposting and crossreferencing to those parts of the annual report that describe how
the Principles have been applied.
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Figure 8: Intu AR18
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Intu’s strategic disclosure summarises nicely on one page how
each priority is linked to KPIs and risk as well as explaining
the stakeholders engaged in each priority. The linkage is also
shown in reverse on the KPIs, risk and business model pages.
This type of strategy progress table acts as a helpful tool to
connect elements of a report together and works best when
used as an index to more comprehensive discussion elsewhere
in the document.

Top Tips
3 things most companies could do to improve their
disclosure in this area:
your report planning by setting out strategy
4 Start

on a page and linking other elements to it. If you
can’t find a link then this suggests you’ll have a gap
in your disclosure.
4 Put strategy at the heart of reporting.
use of symbols or numbers to reference strategic
4 Make

priorities through the report and be consistent with
the language you use to describe your priorities.
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Non-financial reporting –
demonstrating your impact
•	First year response
has been limited, but
the areas covered
by the Regulations
will become more
significant as reporting
in this area comes
into play.

Earlier this year we carried out a review of
how companies had responded to the new
non-financial reporting regulations (‘the
Regulations’), December 2017 year ends being
the first companies impacted.

14%

Our view has always been that the areas addressed in the
Regulations will play a much bigger part in reporting going
forwards because they are largely the issues that are of most
direct relevance to stakeholder groups. The emphasis in the
regulations on the ‘impact’ that businesses have also makes the
stakeholder connection. Worryingly, our review showed that up
to 30% of companies did not even acknowledge that they may
have an impact that was not purely financial.

Only 14% of companies
explicitly refer to the
non-financial reporting
regulations
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The initial response has been fairly low key, with many
companies continuing to report well against the previous
guidance, which had been emphasised and expanded on by
the new Regulations. Against the backdrop of the stakeholder
agenda, companies held back on making major changes,
preferring instead to wait for the FRC’s revised Guidance on
the strategic report and the new 2018 Code to understand the
wider context.

Stakeholder perspective
“It’s fine to report on outcomes
but that shouldn’t be the only
focus, companies need to be
realistic about the impact
they have – both positive and
negative. Whilst their wider
impact on society may not have
an obvious near term impact
on share price, at a higher
level, for example, it may
have reputational impact and
provide clarity for stakeholders
about what sort of company
you are. That in itself will
impact financially at some
point in the future.”
Paul Druckman, Chairman,
The Clear Group, Chair of
Corporate Reporting Council, FRC

Need for a non-financial reporting statement
There has been much debate about whether companies need to
reference the new Regulations or provide an explicit section 172
statement. However, the revised FRC Guidance on the Strategic
Report [para 7.38] states that the requirement in the Regulation
for a non-financial information statement “can be met by crossreferencing to where the relevant information is included in the
strategic report”. The ‘statement’ can therefore effectively be
an ‘index’ to where the relevant areas are addressed but, if they
choose to take this approach, companies will need to consider
whether the linked content covers all the required aspects of
each area (such as policies, outcomes and risks), and explains its
relevance to an appropriate extent. Where this is not the case it
may be that additional context needs to be provided in the nonfinancial information statement.
In the 2017-18 reporting season, a number of reporters adopted
the ‘index’ approach, and some provided additional information
alongside the index. Many others were not so explicit about how
they had met the requirements, however. Only 14% of FTSE 350
companies actually referred to the Regulations by name, for
instance. We think that quite a few companies would do well to
reconsider their approach in year two.
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Figure 10: BT Group AR 2018

5.11 – When considering the application of materiality to nonfinancial information, entities should as a first step consider
whether the particular matter is material to the business and
then, if it is, determine the appropriate level of information to
disclose in relation to that matter. The disclosure requirements
for non-financial information in the Act should not be applied as
a checklist.
7A.5 – In particular, relevant non-financial information should
be considered as integral to the strategic report and should be
linked, when appropriate, to other content elements.
7B.4 – The strategic report must contain a non-financial
information statement.
The 2018 UK Corporate Governance Code says...
The directors are responsible for the annual report and accounts
being fair, balanced and understandable, and providing the
information necessary for shareholders to assess the company’s
position, performance, business model and strategy.

Top Tips

BT Group have clearly set out a statement of their compliance
with the NFR regulations and where in their reporting this
information can be found. This makes it easy for the reader to
identify these key disclosures.

3 things most companies could do to improve their disclosure in this area:

WPP have included a very interesting overview summary of
their impact which includes both their positive, negative and
indirect impacts, which have been quantified in all cases.

the policies you have in place and how your monitor these in your reporting.
4 Explore
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4 Be
 upfront and acknowledge the Regulations and consider them in light of what is being demanded around the
stakeholder agenda.

transparent narrative around your impact and ongoing steps to monitor and improve where needed.
4 Provide
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The publication of the BEIS legislation, 2018 Code, and FRC Guidance has provided more substance
and certainty. So over the following pages, and with one eye on the future, we explore what
implications the stakeholder agenda may have on expectations, board considerations, and reporting.
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The board’s role in shaping the
stakeholder agenda
•	Boards are starting
to show how they
are engaging with
and considering
stakeholder views.
•	Few companies yet
addressing how
stakeholders have
affected decision
making.

Impact of stakeholder engagement
Moving on to reporting specifically on the
‘stakeholder agenda’, we found that the bulk of
stakeholder reporting lacked prominence with
references simply to company activities rather
than the stakeholder consideration. With the
changes to the 2018 Code it’s important that
boards show that they have considered the extent
to which they need to be involved in this area.
Cross-referencing may be needed between the
governance and strategic reports to cater for this.

In our earlier document Navigating the stakeholder agenda >
Tackling the reporting challenge, we set out a three-step process
that boards need to go through in order to make decisions about
where and when to get involved and what to report.
Our survey showed that FTSE 350 companies are addressing
the first step in this process with 87% of companies identifying
their stakeholders. However as we look for more details less
companies deliver. 63% of companies reference engagement
with stakeholders however there is a broad spectrum of
responses here with some companies giving comprehensive
17 | PwC Greater expectations

details about the type and
frequency of engagement, and
others simply acknowledging
that they engage.

Figure 11: Tracking stakeholder engagement in FTSE 350

23% take steps to link
stakeholder issues to business response

Although they are
interdependent, the last
step in our process is the
most significant one, in that
30% link to
an engagement process is
material issues
pointless if the outcomes of
that engagement are then not
considered and the material
issues identified. Our review
63% reference engagement
suggests that only 30% of
with stakeholders
companies are showing any
linkage between which the
issues that stakeholders
highlight and the material
87% of companies identify
issues of the business. Even
their stakeholders
fewer – 23% – then take steps
to action these issues within
their strategic or business
response. Some governance reporters have started to use case studies to show how the section 172
factors were considered by boards in relation to the major developments in the business.
Our view is that most companies in fact do not take enough credit in their reporting for the
engagement activities that they carry out, so to some extent the changes to the 2018 Code should
drive an improvement in reporting instead of a change in behaviour.
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New Companies Act reporting
requirements
Section 172 reporting – The regulations
state that a company’s strategic report must
include a statement which describes how the
directors have had regard to the matters set
out in section 172 in performing their duty as
directors.
A director must act in the way he considers,
in good faith, would be most likely to promote
the success of the company for the benefit of
its members as a whole and in doing so have
regard (amongst other matters) to:
•	The likely consequences of any decision in
the long term
• The interest of the company’s employees
•	Fostering business relationships with
suppliers, customers and others
•	The impact of operations on the
community and the environment
•	Maintaining a reputation for high
standards of business conduct
•	The need to act fairly as between members
of the company
Stakeholder engagement reporting –
The requirements for reporting on
stakeholder engagement are split between
engagement with employees and engagement
with ‘suppliers, customers and others in a
business relationship with the company’. This
is a requirement within the directors’ report
but is expected to refer to existing content in
the strategic report.
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Dunelm have made a number of references to their engagement with stakeholders in their governance report. As well as providing a comprehensive
table about how engagement takes place, they have also included a case study that talks more specifically about how they have thought about
different stakeholders in their business activities.
Figure 12: Dunelm AR17

Figure 13: Dunelm AR17
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Investor perspective
“We like the thrust of the
stakeholder agenda…,
however we are disheartened
by the tendency of many
companies towards
boilerplate reporting... What
we would like to see more of is
clearer and more constructive
feedback to companies by
stakeholders, regulators
and advisors, to ensure a
constructive dialogue is had
on these stakeholder issues,
which of course should then be
reported on.”
Sawan Kumar, Stewardship
Analyst, Evenlode
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Stakeholder relevance
One of the chief concerns about the new emphasis on the views
of stakeholders is that the balance will be tipped away from
shareholders – who, after all, are the primary audience for
directors under section 172. The FRC has been clear that its
intention is not to override the legal duties in section 172 and
that doing the right thing by stakeholders ultimately aligns with
the interests of shareholders – as the ‘enlightened shareholder
value’ model suggests.
It’s important though that companies move away from casual
references to stakeholders and instead are clearer on their
relevance to strategic decision-making and financial success.
Our review of the FTSE 350 showed a small number of
companies recognising this link between the stakeholder agenda
and the delivery of strategy, as well as the impact on risks and
KPIs. Only 3% of governance reports included an explanation
as to how stakeholders had been considered in key decision
making. This sort of detail and explanation of the relevance on
strategic decision-making will be key in looking at stakeholders
through a shareholder lens. To be clear though – it’s not about
putting more information on stakeholders in the report –
companies must continue to use their judgement on which ones
are material and be clear on their strategic relevance.

Non-financial reporting
– demonstrating your
impact

3%

Only 3% of governance
reports explain how
stakeholders have
been considered in key
decision making

63%

of companies have
strategic priorities that
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a stakeholder
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Interestingly, 90% of companies reference stakeholders as
an element of principal risk which does suggest that boards
are recognising the issue but grappling with articulating the
strategic relevance of it, what they’re doing about it and what
progress they’re making. Perhaps this might suggest that the
impact of the stakeholder agenda will be greater transparency
rather than fundamental changes in behaviour?
At present we find that most companies simply focus on
traditional stakeholders – customers and employees. Very little
reference is made to other key stakeholder groups, or how these
stakeholder groups have been identified.
In KPI disclosures in particular, 60% of companies have at least
1 KPI that links to a stakeholder but for half of companies with
a ‘stakeholder KPI’ it was employees and this was quite often a
generic indicator that gave little real insight into the issue that
the stakeholder group is most interested in.
As with all reporting – what is most material and relevant to
the business is key so our advice is to focus on the stakeholder
groups that help to drive strategic success and be clear on why
they matter, how they are managed and how your business will
impact on them. Currently 63% of companies have a strategic
priority that links to stakeholders which demonstrates that
for the majority of companies the starting point is already
established, they just need to build on their narrative.
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Corporate perspective
“The annual report is basically
a report for shareholders of
the company but issues other
stakeholders are interested
in should also be included.
How a company manages its
relationships and resources are
key to how it is going to stay a
good long term investment for
shareholders. However, solely
producing a report for your
employees, for your customers,
or environmental groups could
mean that the report gets
diluted and loses focus on what
matters most to long term
success.”
Susan Swabey, Company
Secretary, Smith & Nephew
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Figure 14: Rentokil Initial AR17
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Contacts and further information
For further information on any of the themes
discussed within this report, please contact us
using the details below.
Mark O’Sullivan

mark.j.osullivan@pwc.com
07730 304057

Elaine Forrest

elaine.j.forrest@pwc.com
07798 705347

Navigating the
stakeholder
agenda – Tackling
the reporting
challenge

Insights on corporate reporting – interviews
with commentators

We have developed
a framework to help
companies consider how
stakeholders map to the
different parts of the
annual report, and how to
engage with them in the
relevant areas.

With this in mind we conducted a series of interviews from
across the reporting spectrum, ranging from investors
to the regulator to the political space. You will have seen
some of the quotes and commentary from these interviews
across this document. Thank you to all involved for their
time and frank opinions.

The stakeholder agenda will be a focus area for reporting
going forward.

After so many years of passing comment on reporting
trends we felt it appropriate to seek and provide the views
of others.

Look out for our upcoming series to read the full
interviews and understand the differing views on the
purpose of corporate reporting, and what the direction
of travel looks to be.

www.pwc.co.uk/corporatereporting
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